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ZQIai'mS. (crmifiq). 
- The present ‘invention relates to a method of 
economically ‘dividing a sheet, of metal into 
blanks containing can endproviding spaces. 
It is the present custom .where ‘automatic ma 

‘ chinery is employed in cutting a number of arti 
cles from a sheet of ‘tinplate, or the like,_to ?rst 
sever the’ sheet into blanks by a shearing ma 
chine and subsequently to feed the blank so ob 
tained_ through a press for the cutting of the 
desired articles. 'When the articles are of cir 
cular con?guration such, for example, as can 
ends,l a, more economical'cutting-is obtained in 
a cutting layout embodying adjacent rows of 
spaces arranged in stagger relationship. ' ~ ~ 

The present invention contemplates a method 
of shearing a‘ sheet by a single blanking opera 
tion‘ tolproduce a plurality of blanks embodying 
can end providing spaces, the improved blank 
representing the maximum economy of cutting 
consistent with providing blanks which can be 
subsequently and e?iciently handled in the auto 
matic production of the desired articles. 
The principal object of the present invention 

is the provision of a method of economically 
dividing a sheet into blanks, each blank contain 
ing a single row of can end providing spaces. 
Another important object of the invention is 

the provision of a method of cutting and feed 
ing a sheet to a scroll edged cutting die whereby 
a series of blanks are produced, each containing 
can end providing spaces, one of the blanks con 
taining a lesser number of such spaces than the 
other blanks. ‘ 
An important object of the invention is the 

provision of a method of economically dividing a 
sheet of metal into threeblanks containing can 
end providing spaces, there being removed from 
the ends of one of the blanks, certain recovery 
pieces, the operation of forming the blanks and 
removing the recovery pieces being accomplished 
in a single operation of the dividing mechanism. 
Numerous other objects and advantages of the 

invention will be apparent as it is better under 
stood from the following description, which, 
taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawing, discloses a preferred embodiment 
thereof. 

Referring to the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a fragmentary transverse sectional 

view of a typical shearing machine for perform 
ing the present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional plan view of the same, 
taken substantially along line 2-2 in Fig. 1‘. 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic plan view of the 
divided sheet produced by the operation of the 

shearing mechanism, the various parts being 
spread out or separated to more'clearly illustrate 
their shapes. ‘ ' I 

“A machine suitable for performing the steps 
of the present invention may comprise a table 11 
(Figi 1) carried by a frame 12. A die member 
13 is supported by the frame 12 and ispositioned' 
in thev table 11, this die. member comprising 
spaced walls 14 provided with scroll cutting or 
shearing edges 15. p _ 

A' sheet of metal or other suitable material 16. 
is adapted to be fed over the surface of the table 
11 by a feed bar. 1'? carryinga spring pressed 
dog 18, the feedvbar 17 operating in a suitable 
groove 19 formed in the table 11. ‘ ‘ 

I One position of feeding of thesheet 16 over 
the table 11 places the same centrally ‘over the 
die member 13 and while in this position, a punch 
slide 21 of typical scroll shear construction de 
scends to perform a cutting action. Slide 21 car 
ries a punch block 22 which carries a scroll 
punch member 23 and. end punch members 24 
(see also Fig. 2). Block 22, also, carries extend 
ing gage punch members 25. 
When slide 21 is moved downwardly the punch 

members 25 engage and press the sheet 16 against 
gage die members 26 carried by the frame 12. 
Members 25 cooperate with these die members 
in a cutting action and remove small pieces 27 
from the sheet 16, the removal of these pieces 
forming gage notches 28 in the sheet. 

Simultaneously with this operation, the end 
punch members 24 engage the sheet 16 and press 
it against die members 31 positioned at the op 
posite ends of the scroll die 13 and carried on 
the frame 12. Members 24 cooperate with these 
die members in a cutting action'and remove re 
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covery pieces 32 (Fig. 3) from the sheet. 'Con- ’ 
tinued downward movement of the slide 21 and 
the parts carried thereby causes the punch mem 
ber 23 to engage the sheet 16 and press it against 
the die members 14. Punch member 23 coop-' 
crates with these die members in a cutting or 
blanking action severing a central blank 33 from 
the sheet 16 and leaving two side blanks 34. 
There is thus produced in the single cutting 

operation of the scroll mechanism the centralv 
blank 33 containing a row of can end providing 
spaces indicated by the dotted circles 35 and 
the two side blanks 34 each containing a row of 
can end providing spaces indicated by the dotted 
lines36. The side blanks 34, by reason of the. 
staggered relation of the circles 35 and 36 in the ' 
original. sheet layout, contain one more’ such 
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space than the number of spaces in the central 
blank 33. V 

The end pieces 32 may be subsequently used for 
the cutting of smaller articles, this being subse 
quently done in other machines forming no part 
of the present invention. The’ small pieces 27 
removedjfrom ‘the side ‘blanks 34 are discarded 
as being ‘too small for further use@ " ' ~ " 

Central blank 33 being producedinand out 
lined by the die parts 14 and 31, is out along 

predetermined straight end linesandside lines and is, therefore, uniform‘ for every cutting ' 

action of the scroll mechanism irrespective of 
any variations which migh'texistjini thesize‘ of '~ 
the sheet being used. Either end 561' ‘the blank" 

usedras a'reference or‘ 

isfedthmush other. machines for removing the can énds‘orijother 

33 may subsequently be 
gage point when the blank 

articles. ‘_ r . 

The gage notches 28 formed on the two ends of 
eachside .blank.34 are alwaysin the same rela 
ave, position to each ‘other and tothe scroll‘ edge 
of the blank and either notch maybe used for 
the subsequent feeding of a blank’ 34>into a__ can 
end ‘cutting ‘machine. " 

' Itwill be evident that there is'produced at a 
single cutting operation a plurality of blanks suit-_ 
able for‘automatic‘feeding into can end‘produc-f 
in'g‘machines, this being accomplished with the 
minimum operating partsand ina highly e?icient 

with’ outline edges positioned adjacent the can 
end providing spaces in the blankand at a min 
imum distance. This insures a proper subse 

> quént cutting action with a high degree of cut 
" ting e?iciency and minimum waste of‘ material,’ 

_It is‘ ‘thought that the invention and many of 

The blanks’so produced are provided 
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its attendant advantages will be understood from 
the foregoing description, and it will be apparent 
that various changes may be made in the form, 
construction and arrangement of the parts for 
carrying out the method without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention or ‘sacri?cing 
all of? its ' materialfadvanta'ges; ftvh‘ei'fbrm; lierein 
before described being merely a preferred em 
bodiment of means suitable for practicing my im 
proved method. 

I? claim: » j 

13: {Ifl'i'e method of dividing sheets of metal 
which sheets are proportioned to form three 
strips suitable for cutting into can ends, which 
consists"in"subjecting'feach sheetto a single cut 
ting stroke; ‘and'thereby forming two outside 
strips both usefuliformaking can ends of scroll 
contour. on one edge only, and a middle metal strip 
of scroll contour on both edges, and at the same 
stroke removing recovery ‘pieces of useful size 
from'the ends~ofgsaid;mi<idle metalstrip and 
forming sage‘ notches in the. ends of. thetwo 
outside strips. 

2-. The. method. of- dividing sheets, 0!; metal, ' 
are proportioned to. form three, 

strips of Substantially uniiqrmlwidtbtsuitable for 
amends. Whigh consists v-insubiectr. 

which sheets 

cutting mm 
ing‘v each’ sheet‘ to a‘ single cutting stroke; and 
thereby forming two outsidestrips ‘of’ _scro11__con 
1101411011 One edge only, anda middlemetal strin. 
OI” scroll contour 011, bOthedges. and. at. the Same. 
Stroke. rsmoving. recovery, pieces. ,of, substantial. 
size ‘from the ends ofwsaid middle metal strip and, 
forming easenqtchgs in t1}? ends. Ofcthe two. out: 
side strips. 
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